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Rove, Blackwell, Trump, New Media, SmarTech, GovTech
and the improprieties of elections.
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In 2000, the SCOTUS decision in Bush v. Gore formalizes Bush as the 43rd U.S.

President.

Final electoral votes are Bush: 271, Gore: 266. One Gore elector abstains.

Various factors contribute to this narrow margin. Among them, voter

disenfranchisement, poll reporting mistakes and computer "errors."

Diebold Memos Disclose Florida 2000 E-Voting Fraud
Something very strange happened in Volusia County on election night November
2000, the night that first Gore won Florida, then Bush, and then as everybody can
so well remember there was a tie.

https://bit.ly/2fxFipu
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Diebold makes paperless, touchscreen voting machines. There are major concerns

regarding these machines.

According to experts that have tested them, they don't meet standard requirements

and "can be hacked w/ relative ease."

Diebold’s Political Machine
Political insiders suggest Ohio could become as decisive this year as Florida was
four years ago. Which is why the state's plan to use paperless touch-screen voting
machines has so many up in arms.

https://bit.ly/2vYIlA0

CBS News releases a full analysis of the various 2000 election night issues.

https://www.cbsnews.com/htdocs/c2k/pdf/REPFINAL.pdf

Karl Rove enters the WH as Bush’s informal policymaker.

Over time, he ushers in a powerful group of IT companies like SmarTech, GovTech

Solutions and New Media Communications.

These companies are run by Rove’s Chief IT Consultant Mike Connell.

Prior to the election, Connell has worked for various GOP entities.

In 1988, under George H.W. Bush (R-TX), he’s tasked with designing the RNC

database software system.

In 1990, he works on Dan Coats' (R-IN) Senate campaign but is fired due to
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"unethical" behavior. 

bit.ly/2ws5DMA

In 1994, Connell establishes his business as New Media Communications.

(p.40)

Boss Rove
A detailed, timely, and revealing account—written by investigative journalist Craig
Unger—that sheds light on the significance of Karl Rove’s role as a major player in
the 2012 presidential election.…

https://bit.ly/2x7CTrN

Connell works w/ GOP fundraising groups like John Kasich's (R-OH) Pioneer PAC,

Dick Armey's (R-TX) Majority Leader’s Fund and...

John Boehner's (R-OH) Freedom Project PAC.

(p.41)

Boss Rove
A detailed, timely, and revealing account—written by investigative journalist Craig
Unger—that sheds light on the significance of Karl Rove’s role as a major player in
the 2012 presidential election.…

https://bit.ly/2hHlrs3

New Media also takes on heavy hitter clients like the NRA, the RNC and the George

W. Bush website.
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(p.42)

Boss Rove
A detailed, timely, and revealing account—written by investigative journalist Craig
Unger—that sheds light on the significance of Karl Rove’s role as a major player in
the 2012 presidential election.…

https://bit.ly/2yh4hst

In 1998, Jeb Bush hires Connell as his Internet strategist for his Florida

gubernatorial campaign.

How to Rig an Election | Harper's Magazine - Part 6
Since the American Revolution, election fraud has been attempted by every major
political party, with frequent intraparty allegations, such as the claim of Ron Paul
delegates that the rules were rigg…

https://bit.ly/2uJQ306

While retaining its base in Connell's OH home basement, New Media opens satellite

offices in Tallahassee, FL and Washington, D.C.

It eventually joins forces with the DCI Group, a public affairs and lobbying firm and

becomes DCI/New Media...

The DCI Group is headed by Tom Synhorst.
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(p.41)

Boss Rove
A detailed, timely, and revealing account—written by investigative journalist Craig
Unger—that sheds light on the significance of Karl Rove’s role as a major player in
the 2012 presidential election.…

https://bit.ly/2fw4sEZ

All this work enables Connell to develop various software tools for database mining,

web hosting, content management systems,...

push-poll phone banks, voter turnout projection models and micro-targeting email

campaigns.

In 2000, Connell and Synhorst launch GovTech, an offshoot of New Media, to handle

government websites.

(p.45)

Boss Rove
A detailed, timely, and revealing account—written by investigative journalist Craig
Unger—that sheds light on the significance of Karl Rove’s role as a major player in
the 2012 presidential election.…

https://bit.ly/2x0rA9I

Eventually, New Media partners w/ SmarTech and Jeff Averbeck. SmarTech becomes

part of Airnet. Airnet retains the use of the SmarTech...

brand and its operations are based in Chattanooga, TN.

Now, ALL GovTech and SmarTech's data for ALL of its GOP and government clients

is hosted on Airnet's servers.

Boss Rove
A detailed, timely, and revealing account—written by investigative journalist Craig
Unger—that sheds light on the significance of Karl Rove’s role as a major player in
the 2012 presidential election.…
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(p.48)

https://bit.ly/2xD3bXj

Thru the partnership of these comps., and the insane number of clients they have, a

massive amount of public data is collected in 1 place.

Perhaps the first collection of its type and size, except for (maybe) NATSEC entities,

in the history of the U.S.

Server farm lets Airnet stalk political, nonprofit clients
What Airnet Does

https://bit.ly/2hAWmPx

Using this data, Connell and Averbeck pioneer Voter Vault, an extensive database of

nearly every voter in the country.

In 2000, Voter Vault is shipped overseas to India for "major development work."
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GOP Voter Vault Shipped Overseas
Massive database holds info on millions of voters, and is used to get people to the
polls.

https://bit.ly/2x2f7gN

Voter Vault is now locked and loaded.

GOP political ops with access can now utilize troves of data to be mashed up in

various ways to benefit whatever agenda they have in mind.

On Oct. 29, 2002, the Help America Vote Act (HAVA) is signed into law by President

Bush.

The law requires all election districts in a state or U.S. territory to consolidate their

lists into a single database.

The database is electronically accessible to every election office in the state or

territory.

The law raises concerns of potential voter purging.

Voter Registration Databases and Purges -- Part I
Last month I published a story about new statewide voter registration databases
and how federal rules governing how states must use the databases could
disenfranchise thousands of new voters who have…

https://bit.ly/2wqoB63
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Breathe.

On Feb. 24, 2003, Ohio Sec. of State, Kenneth Blackwell is summoned to the WH by

Rove.

Rove tells Blackwell Ohio will play a crucial role in the 2004 presidential election.

(p.87)

Boss Rove
A detailed, timely, and revealing account—written by investigative journalist Craig
Unger—that sheds light on the significance of Karl Rove’s role as a major player in
the 2012 presidential election.…

https://bit.ly/2yNkL8O

Ohio is very important to Rove. Partly because no Republican has won the WH w/out

winning Ohio since the Civil War.

Shortly thereafter, Blackwell announces Ohio will pay $100 million for new voting

machines.
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Diebold’s Political Machine
Political insiders suggest Ohio could become as decisive this year as Florida was
four years ago. Which is why the state's plan to use paperless touch-screen voting
machines has so many up in arms.

https://bit.ly/2vYIlA0

These machines are very similar to those used in the 2000 presidential election.

In July 2003, OH State Sen. Jeff Jacobson asks Blackwell to disqualify Diebold

Election Systems' bid to supply voting machines to OH.

Blackwell refuses.

bit.ly/2hAY1EK

Blackwell is in charge of running state elections while also being the state co-chair of

the Bush-Cheney campaign.

Ohio's Odd Numbers
No conspiracy theorist, and no fan of John Kerry's, the author nevertheless found
the Ohio polling results impossible to swallow: Given what happened in that key
state on Election Day 2004, both demo…

https://bit.ly/2hDNgBQ
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Prior to the 2004 election, more than 350,000 voters are purged w/out explanation

from the registration rolls.

bit.ly/2xHionL

Also prior to the election, it's alleged that Blackwell allows an election computer

system to be set up that will enable SmarTech and/or...

GovTech to alter votes in the Diebold voting machines.

SmarTech and/or GovTech can then allegedly alter votes before they are relayed to

the county computers that report final vote tabulations.

Election night 2004: "Ohio is the Florida of 2004.”

On election night Tues., Nov. 2 at 11p.m., “radically different ratios of Kerry to Bush

votes” in eight OH counties are observed.

All in favor of Bush, according to Stephen Spoonamore, a cybersecurity expert and

innovator of systems involved with compression, digital...

image management and remote electronic monitoring.

Spoonamore explains his analysis.

http://www.velvetrevolution.us/images/Filed%20ExhG%20Spoon%20Decl%20Oct.

pdf
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Upon further review, Spoonamore finds at least 12 Ohio counties with questionable

vote counts.

An SOW is later revealed between the Office of the OH Sec. of State and GovTech as

proof of the planned alternate computer system setup.

https://columbusfreepress.com/sites/default/files/associated/Govtech%20contract.

pdf

Bush wins the election and gains another four years in office.

Later in 2004, John Conyers (D-MI) investigates the Ohio voting discrepancies, holds

public hearings...

and releases a report.

http://www.openvotingconsortium.org/files/Conyersreport.pdf

Nov. 19, 2005, Bob Fitrakis, the author, reporter and activist whose been covering the

alleged 2004 election hack, discusses in public...

his views on what happened. 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/B3Rq_OC9TPs

March/April 2006, Blackwell's office "accidentally" releases nearly 7 million Ohio

voter Social Security numbers.
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OH-Gov: Blackwell Releases Social Security Numbers
If there is one guy who seems determined to lose his race for governor, it's
Republican Ken Blackwell in Ohio. Local station WBNS is reporting that the Office
of the Secretary of State "accidentall..…

https://bit.ly/2x2SGbs

In April 2006, Blackwell reveals he owned stock in Diebold at the same time his office

negotiated a deal w/ the company...

to purchase voting machines.

bit.ly/2xCJ77n

Aug. 31, 2006, the King Lincoln Bronzeville v. Blackwell case is filed.

Nov. 2008, Connell is forced to testify about events leading up to and during the

2004 Election.

How to Rig an Election | Harper's Magazine - Part 6
Since the American Revolution, election fraud has been attempted by every major
political party, with frequent intraparty allegations, such as the claim of Ron Paul
delegates that the rules were rigg…

https://bit.ly/2uJQ306

Connell dies in a plane crash on Dec. 19, 2008.
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Republican IT Guru Dies In Plane Crash
Was Sought In Controversies Over E-Voting And Missing White House E-Mails; His
Death Sparks More Controversy

https://cbsn.ws/2hAb6hM

On Nov. 4, 2008, Barack Obama becomes the 44th U.S. President. He repeats in

2012.

In Aug. 2012, Blackwell is questioned about voter suppression.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/NWmHa3BASC0

In Nov. 2012, Anonymous claims it stopped Karl Rove from hacking the vote in favor

of Mitt Romney. 

Anonymous claims it stopped Karl Rove from hacking the vote
The hacktivist group Anonymous is claiming credit for Mitt Romney's loss, alleging
that ORCA, Karl Rove's GOTV ubercomputer, was actually a vote tabulation
manipulation software. We began following …

https://bit.ly/2hd58Q5
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The DNC is hacked and emails are published by WikiLeaks on July 22, 2016.

Certain GOP members' email accounts are also hacked.

Through further investigation by ThreatConnect, a cybersecurity firm, it's revealed

that “nine of the (GOP) sites whose e-mails...

were compromised are housed" on a SmartTech server.

Tracking The Hackers Who Hit DNC, Clinton
AUGUST 12--The e-mail from Google arrived at 4:09 AM on March 22 and
contained an ominous alert for its recipient, William Rinehart, a staffer with Hillary
Clinton’s presidential campaign. “Someone…

https://bit.ly/2aSYbOR

On March 7, 2017, Blackwell launches his Defend US PAC to fund candidates in

Ohio's 2018 gubernatorial...

and U.S. Senate races.

cin.ci/2hC1LG4

On July 1, 2017, states do a collective eye roll when the Pres. Advisory Comm. on

Voter Integrity asks them to turn over voter data.

Trump claims it's because millions of illegal votes had robbed him of a popular-vote

victory over Hillary Clinton.
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After His Claim of Voter Fraud, Trump Vows ‘Major Investigation’
President Trump reasserted a false claim of cheating and promised an inquiry,
even though his lawyers and experts have said no cheating occurred.

https://nyti.ms/2jpVeg6

He also accuses the states of trying to hide something.

Donald J. Trump on Twitter
“Numerous states are refusing to give information to the very distinguished VOTER
FRAUD PANEL. What are they trying to hide?”

https://bit.ly/2sdBzSH

On July 9, 2017, Blackwell is tasked w/ serving on the Presidential Advisory

Commission on Election Integrity.

Former Ohio official who accidentally released Social Security number…
Ken Blackwell is among those on the Trump administration's voter fraud
commission. His tenure as Ohio secretary of state was clouded by scandal.

http://lat.ms/2tDaee8

Blackwell has been involved w/ at least 16 election-related lawsuits.

bit.ly/2g1Iryy
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July 18, 2017, UpGuard discovers voter data for 198 million Americans is left exposed

on the internet by Deep Root Analytics,...

a data analysis firm working for the RNC.

The RNC Files: Inside the Largest US Voter Data Leak
UpGuard has discovered an open database containing information on what appear
to be approximately 198 million American voters left misconfigured by a GOP
analytics firm.

https://bit.ly/2sOMQfW

On Aug. 8, 2017, the DOJ reverses position and decides to defend Ohio in voter purge

cases.

This means a voter will become ineligible to vote during a two-year period if they

don't cast a ballot during the subsequent...

four years or update their address.

U.S. Department of Justice reverses position to defend Ohio in voter p…
The U.S. Department of Justice on Monday filed a brief supporting Ohio's defense
of its voter removal process, which begins when a voter doesn't cast a ballot in two
years.

https://bit.ly/2vfKwi7

On Sept. 22, 2017, DHS notifies 21 states that Russia attempted to hack their election

systems.
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DHS tells 21 states they were Russia hacking targets before 2016 elect…
The Department of Homeland Security notified 21 states Friday that Russia
attempted to hack their election systems before the 2016 election.

https://bit.ly/2how7fn

The AirNet Group, GovTech and the DCI Group remain open for business.

Numerous states continue to use easily hacked, paperless voting machines built by

Diebold, ES&S and other companies.

Good News For Russia: 15 States Use Voting Machines That Have Bee…
Touch-screen machines can be programmed to change votes and are nearly
impossible to audit, computer experts say.

https://bit.ly/2uASP9s

The midterm elections are scheduled for Tues., Nov. 6, 2018.

See the Pres. Advisory Comm. on Election Integrity for a list of current members and

updates on what they're doing. 

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity | The White Ho…
On May 11, 2017, President Donald J. Trump signed an Executive Order
establishing the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity. Vice
President Mike Pence chairs the Commission, and Kans…

https://bit.ly/2u8dVdI

For a much more detailed account about the voting machine industry and other

potential election "improprieties," I refer you to @jennycohn1

If you liked this thread, please read
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"Coincidental" connections between Zuckerberg, Thiel, Trump, 
Russia and Goldman Sachs. 
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Also, please consider following me as I have more threads to come.
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